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“Truth Tellers Town Hall” 
Audit Report 

By Gail Golec, Jason Funes & the People of Arizona 
 
 On Sunday November 7th, 2021, over 100 residents from the State of Arizona gathered at 
a ‘town hall’ style event in Scottsdale, Arizona. This “Truth Tellers Town Hall” invited 
volunteers from across the state to give their personal testimony, on the record, regarding what 
they saw or experienced behind the scenes working the 2020 Presidential elections and its 
subsequent audit efforts. By a show of hands, the audience revealed that 3/4th of those in 
attendance played a role in either volunteering for 1) election day operations (poll workers etc.) 
2) the Cyber Ninjas audit effort or 3) door-to-door canvassing for Liz Harris. 
 

The nation and the world are watching the Arizona audit efforts, yet there seems to be a 
disconnect between what happened on election day, what was actually discovered during the 
audits, and what is being reported in the news by the media and politicians. In fact, on October 
8th 2021 in a Washington D.C Congressional hearing, Ken Bennet who was the former Arizona 
Secretary of State and the Arizona Senate Liaison to the audit, claimed that 1) the Cyber Ninjas 
audit revealed that Joe Biden won by 300+ more votes than initially reported 2) that there was no 
voter fraud significant enough to change the results of the election. For those claims to be made 
under oath, in our nation’s U.S Capitol Building, and by an Arizona public official was 
extremely alarming to people across our nation. 

 
The following “Audit Report” was compiled from notes taken on a white board 

throughout the 4 hour “Truth Tellers Town Hall” hosted by Gail Golec, Citizen Journalist, 
Realtor and AZ Candidate for Maricopa County Board of Supervisor and Jason Funes, Former 
Trump Administration Official & Campaign Staff. Volunteers from Election Day, the audit, or 
canvassers signed a disclaimer before publicly speaking, and they were given 5 minutes to tell 
their experiences. We often times asked follow-up questions from the speaker or the audience 
and allowed for people to go over on their time. We discussed topics as a large group allowing 
everyone in the audience to speak, and the following bullet point style report came as a result. 
The commentary from people’s individual testimony was compiled as bullet points and divided 
into 3 categories depending on if their testimony related to election day issues, audit related 
issues, or canvassing findings. 
 
For Reference: 
Batches of Ballots = 200 Votes 
Boxes of Ballots = 1,200 – 1,400 Votes 
Pallets of Ballots = 48,000 – 56,000 Votes 
 
Election Day Issues 
 

• Out of over 100 registered attendees, we had 95% of the audience (by raise of hands) 
agree to changing our National election system to having SAME DAY voting and 
implementing a requirement to vote ONLY by showing valid identification (ID 
REQUIREMENT) 
 

• Almost a unanimous consensus of our audience that ALL registered voters should 
be REMOVED from the PERMANENT Early Vote List (PEVL). Start a new 
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registered voters list from scratch and have people request to be put on this list and vetted 
starting in 2022’s elections. 
 

• Three audience members registered to vote with a volunteer “voter registrar” and when 
they went to vote in person, they were unable to vote as they were NOT on the official 
voter rolls 
 

• A poll worker under the title of “Judge” was himself directly assisting in connecting 
of the election machines to the INTERNET. As “Judge” he was assisting other 
Dominion staff in doing the same thing, connecting election machines to the Internet 

 
• A witness to literal bus load(s) of visaed foreign immigrants (Latino descent), that went 

to register to vote same-day, where their alleged voter registration forms/paperwork 
had the same handwriting for the entire group (as in one person who filled out the 
entire group’s forms), the individual’s stated DOB didn’t match the paperwork or their ID 
they showed that day, as well as other conflicting personal information that proved that 
their paperwork and their corresponding ID’s did NOT match. However, these 
individuals were still allowed to vote despite conflicting personal identifiable 
information NOT matching their submitted paperwork 

 
• A Democratic candidate for XXX named Cynthia ______ was giving people a face mask 

to walk into the voting center, on the condition that those people would vote for her. In 
this case, this candidate is literally bribing people into voting for her by directly offering 
people face masks before they walk into the voting center 

 
• Witness/poll worker testified to constant machine errors, specifically with a set of 

Dominion based TABULATION machines NOT counting ballots. After multiple 
machine errors were reported by poll workers and staff, and even after multiple calls 
made to Dominion technical support to assist with these machine errors; it appears 
Dominion tech support NEVER arrived. These tabulator errors occurred for 3+ hours 
according to witness testimony, until operation “returned to normal.” The greatest issue 
with this, is that this witness testified to the tabulation machines having “errors” in 
reading ballots predominantly when it was “Trump” votes, as this issue hardly seemed to 
occur to “Biden” votes. 

 
• Poll workers who were there to follow the “chain of custody” of the batches/boxes of 

ballots from one room to a secure office location, were forbidden or told to stand down 
from following the boxes to their destination in the building. People were given no 
explanation as to why they were prevented from accompanying the ballots (as was their 
duty). This witness felt worried as to WHY staff was secretly collecting the 
batches/boxes of ballots in back rooms without poll workers knowing where they were 
going. Especially since, often times no one signed off on chain of custody documents 
when volunteers were told to stand down 

 
• Large number of issues with voters being given “provisional ballots” as they arrived 

to vote on Election Day yet being told that they ALREADY voted when that was 
NOT the case per the voter themself. These people were provided “provisional ballots” 
and the question is, how many people did that happen to and did they count their 
provisional ballot or the erroneously received ballot? 
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• A Provisional Ballot audit was not part of audit scope of work, and was negotiated out by 

attorney Kory Langhofer, former litigation counsel for Mitt Romney.  
 
• A handful of audience members went to vote on Election Day, yet when they looked up 

their voter history for 2020, it appeared that they did NOT VOTE AT ALL 
 

• The use of Sharpie/permanent markers being given to voters by poll workers was quite 
common across the state of Arizona on election night. This led to voters noticing the ink 
bleeding through the paper which could have resulted in thousands of ballots improperly 
counted.   

 
• Federal Ballot Only votes increased from about 5K in 2016 to about 30K in 2020’s 

election. https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/06/arizona-2x-undocumented-federal-
voters-biden-won/ 
 

• There were audience members that mentioned claims of shredded ballots found outside of 
Maricopa County’s Recorder Office on or around March 9th, 2021 

 
• An audience member found an issue with suspicious activity between poll workers and 

their treatment of voters, however the government issued hotline to call to report election 
day issues was ringing a “busy signal” for hours after several attempts and ultimately 
the complainer gave up on reporting their concerns/issue.   

 
• A well-known and OFFICIAL voting location was actually CLOSED on Election 

Day unexpectedly. When the witness arrived to her assigned voting location, she walked 
in to see no voting was taking place and people there referred her to “another polling 
location” which ALSO did NOT exist. This ultimately resulted in this witness NOT 
voting in the 2020 election.  This was a result of voting locations being changed from 
precincts to polling locations, which is in violation of the existing laws, due to “Covid.”  
 
 

• The well-known “Hickman’s Farm Hen House Fire” that may have ultimately resulted in 
the fire damaged/loss of thousands of ballots had a lot of questions that have gone 
unanswered by government and law enforcement officials. Eyewitness testimony from 
local fire fighters and police officers on the scene (which seems to be suppressed), seem 
to indicate the possibility of ballots having BURNED in this Hickman’s Farm fire. 
Further investigation with adequate public response is required 

 
• Several eyewitnesses and poll workers on Election Day witnessed BOXES (1,200 – 

1,400 votes) of “early voting ballots” that came in at an estimated 90%+ rate for 
“Biden.” No matter what the historic dominance of Democrat vs Republican early voting 
ratios/percentages may be, it is mathematically IMPOSSIBLE for boxes to come 
anywhere near that 90%+ “Biden” rate when counting 1,200 votes at a time in an election 
that was supposed to be so close 

 
 
Audit Related Issues 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/06/arizona-2x-undocumented-federal-voters-biden-won/
https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/06/arizona-2x-undocumented-federal-voters-biden-won/
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• About 3/4 of our 100+ audience members that were involved with election day 

operations or the audit raised their hand stating that there was an OBVIOUS issue 
regarding the ballot PAPER itself. There was an obvious and consistent presence of 
ballots where the consistency of the paper, the feel of it, the coloration of the paper 
appeared was often lavender/off-white and other features of the printed ballots 
themselves looked unofficial/fake/forged. A term known as “gray ballots” was used to 
refer to the commonly found unauthentic looking/feeling paper ballots. 
 

• 18 audience members testified stating they noticed 100’s to 1,000’s of ballots/votes at 
a time being counted where the ratios of votes for every hundred ballots were 95 
votes for Biden to 5 for Trump. This vote ratio of 95 Biden to 5 Trump was 
prevalent and occurred by the thousands of ballots at a time (batches & boxes at a 
time).  

o When we asked those 18 people to estimate how many ballots that THEY 
counted, that were in that 95 Biden votes to 5 for Trump ratio (95:5 vote ratio), 
the consensus was 40,000 – 100,000’s of thousands of votes/ballots that were 
received/counted by auditors in our audience that had an overwhelming 95:5 
Biden to Trump vote ratio. This 95:5 ratio existed in all different types of ballots 
that were counted through the audit. 

 
• It was very common to find boxes of ballots that were labeled as having XXX ballots in 

the box, yet often boxes were short about 1-75 ballots per box at a time. This was due 
either to missing ballots or miscounted/mislabeled boxes of ballots. 
 

• One witness testified to counting 496 Biden votes/ballots in a row. A mathematical 
impossibility! About 15+ audience members also raised their hands and stated they saw 
rates of consecutive votes in a row for Biden to range from 75-100+. Again, these are 
15+ people that counted 75 – 496 Biden votes in a row, before counting 1 Trump vote. 
This is NOT organic, this is manipulated, and this prevalence of Biden votes in a row in 
such a “close election” calls the entire Arizona election audit into question. 
 

• One auditor claimed that out of an entire box of ballots, they only found 46 votes for 
Trump out of about 1,200 ballots. Many auditors testified to say they found boxes of 
ballots (1,200 – 1,400 votes at a time) to have contained 90%+ Biden ballots/votes. 
 

• There was an overwhelming audience consensus regarding seeing batches and boxes of 
ballots at a time (1,200 – 1,400 votes) that had a machine/printed type of bubble 
mark(s) made onto the paper. These claims of machine filled in bubbles/”printed 
ballots” by the audience was due to the nature of the “perfect bubble” marks made onto 
the circles to be filled out on the ballot, that make it IMPOSSIBLE for a human being to 
have bubbled in/completed those ballots.  
 

o Auditors have no choice but to identify 10,000’s – 100,000+ ballots to have 
been completed by a printer or machine. Often times these machine/printed 
ballots had bubbles that were often times outside of the circle are, by the same 
slight deviation across the ENTIRE ballot front and back. This insinuates a 
template made to print bubbles, that at times missed its mark on the ballot, often 
on both sides. 
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• Despite one of Ken Bennett’s roles and responsibilities as “Senate Liaison to the audit 

team” was physical security, Mr. Bennett allowed four of the initial days of the audit 
efforts at the Coliseum to go with inadequate security.  This was despite Liz Harris and 
Gail Golec recommending that he contact the Arizona Rangers to provide security, before 
the ballots were transferred to the Coliseum. Several times throughout the audit 
(especially at the beginning), the doors allowing access to the building were breached by 
the press where they snuck into the premises, after leaving a door ajar or press pass 
manipulation. 
 

o Many auditors complained about people freely roaming where ballots were kept, 
and other locations of the coliseum without proper credentials or with NO 
CREDENTIALS at all. This compromised the security of the rooms where 
boxes/pallets of ballots were kept when counted or uncounted. 
 

o Also, most auditors complained about the boxes of ballots being UNSEALED 
upon receipt from the Maricopa County Tabulation and Election Center, during 
initial opening during the audit process. This means ALL unsealed boxes were 
compromised and the integrity of that entire set of ballots. Legal and mandatory 
“chain of custody” has therefore been lost and criminal law violated. 

 
• One witness had damning testimony regarding 2 physical “binders” or “books” that were 

manually generated during the tabulation process that counted the audited votes and 
manually entered them into a spreadsheet (the “binders” or “books” which totaled the 
about 2.1 million hand-counted votes). Despite some drama, ultimately there were two 
physical “binders,” that near ending the end of the audit, went “missing.”  Randy Pullen 
without any oversight or forewarning to the audit worker, removed one of the 
original binders off the secure audit grounds (potential criminal offense) prior to the 
auditor being able to copy or scan the data to a secure server.  This one missing 
“binder” was finally returned, but only approximately 9 days of pleading to multiple 
people, including Ken Bennett and Randy Pullen. Come to find out, the 2nd missing 
“binder” is, reportedly but not confirmed, currently in the possession of Senate President 
Karen Fann, for some unknown reason. This 2nd binder potentially remains at large as of 
November 7th, 2021.  The person who did the final tabulation did not get a copy 
uploaded to the server prior to it going missing.  
 

• When auditors called into question the validity of a ballot due to its paper, irregular print, 
mechanical/machine type bubbling, or any of the issues discussed in the town hall; 
counters were told to overlook the issues as too often these issues would come up 
which would have delayed the audit process by months since most audit processing 
had to stop when issues were raised 
 

• Why did Karen Fann agree to a back door agreement creating a “Special Master” to 
handle sensitive 2020 Presidential election materials instead of Cyber Ninjas and other 
audit teams? For months auditors and the public alike were awaiting the release of 
subpoenaed routers, spunk logs, passwords, security tokens, and digital images; instead a 
former lobbyist to Maricopa County Board of Supervisors, Clint Hickman (hen house 
fire) John Shadegg has been assigned as “Special Master” to retrieve some these legally 
Subpoenaed items. 
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o This “Special Master” agreement was made around the same time the Fann family 

finalized a $446 million highway deal to work on I-17 in northern Maricopa 
County. 

o There was a “1487” that was in effect that demanded the MCBOS turn over all 
the Subpoenaed items by 9/27/21 or lose $70M of their budget.  The Subpoena 
had already been ruled enforceable by Judge Thomason. No reason to enter into 
this Agreement.  

o The Agreement instructed the Attorney General that the Subpoena had been 
complied with, although it clearly had not.  

o This Agreement was solely entered into by Senate President Karen Fann without 
the previous knowledge of the Senate or Senate Committee and/or Cyber Ninja’s, 
the auditors.  This action appears to be unconstitutional and unethical.  

 

 
Canvassing Findings 
 

• Canvassing efforts across Maricopa County and elsewhere proved without a shadow of a 
doubt how prevalent voter fraud was in 2020’s Presidential election, yet these findings 
were never discussed by the primary audit reports. Canvassing volunteers went door-to-
door asking 2020 voters their method of voting, in person or by mail and if they received 
multiple ballots, how many?  What their findings revealed was shocking. Although we 
can attempt to reasonably explain these anomalies, they occur too common to be simply 
“explained away.” Due to the claims made below, the volunteers believe there was 
certainly enough voter fraud in Arizona that could ultimately lead to overturning 
the alleged results of the 2020 Presidential election 

 
• One volunteer testified to a single address having 67 unique and individual voters. 

At first this doesn’t seem so alarming, as one would think that this was obviously an 
apartment complex, a trailer park, or condominium complex. This volunteer’s personal 
residence was located hours driving distance from this alleged residence with 67 votes. 
However, after this volunteer for multiple days physically searched and also looked 
online via Google Maps & Google Earth for this address, this single address with 67 
voters in 2020’s Presidential election was NEVER physically located. 
 

• There were about 15-20 or so canvassers represented in the audience which stated how 
common it was to find voters at addresses that did NOT exist, had no physical 
structure at the address, and/or instances where there were multiple voters that came 
from an empty lot.  
 

o One canvass volunteer testified to an entire subdivision having voted in the 
2020 election, despite the entire community still being under construction 
and the earliest scheduled move in dates being in the Spring of 2021. This one 
instance was about 30 – 60 total votes coming from an entire residential 
community still under construction 

 
• Several other volunteers who canvassed different communities testified to how common 

it was to find dead people voting in 2020’s Presidential election. This was discovered 
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when the person answering the door stated that the names of the people who allegedly 
voted in the previous election, had been dead for years. It was also discovered during the 
canvass that those dead voters had voted in previous election years, despite them being 
dead. 
 

• It was extremely common to find voters who voted from a particular residence, despite 
those individual voters having moved from that residence up to 7+ years prior. 
 

• It was extremely common for people, who according to official records voted by mail, 
that deny that “official record” as they are positive that they voted in person on election 
day and/or in person during early voting. Why and how is it so common for people’s 
method of voting to be incorrect so often? 
 

 
 
 
 
Conclusions & Recommendations 
 
 After 4 hours of witness testimony from this “Truth Tellers Town Hall,” anyone with 
common sense could tell that this past 2020 Presidential election was illegal, illegitimate, and 
was ridden with voter fraud which could have easily affected the outcome of Arizona’s 2020 
Presidential election results. If all of this happened here in Arizona, any of this could have easily 
happened in any state across America. The margin of a Biden victory in Arizona’s Presidential 
election was only 10,457 votes. There was easily enough voter fraud discovered between the 
audits and the door-to-door canvassing to call into question the official results of the election. It 
seems criminally irresponsible for elected officials in Arizona to have allowed the alleged results 
of the election to be certified. 
 

The testimony of an audience of volunteers outright contradicts the claims made in 
Washington D.C by the Arizona Senate Liaison to the Cyber Ninjas audit, Mr. Ken Bennett. In 
fact, it seems like Mr. Bennett outright lied about what he saw during the audit process. Similar 
to Mr. Bennet, it seems that Arizona Senate President Karen Fann is also publicly claiming that 
there was no voter fraud and/or there was not enough voter fraud to affect the outcome of the 
2020 Presidential election. It is mathematically impossible for so many anomalies to have 
occurred during the counting of votes on election night, during the audit, and for the canvassers 
to have discovered so many “phantom” & “ghost voters” across Arizona. For there to be such a 
prevalent 95:5 ratio of Biden versus Trump votes in such a 50/50 election makes absolutely no 
logical sense. 
 

Our desire would be for the 2020 Federal elections to be nullified, and a new same day 
election be held on paper ballots. We understand the Constitutional crisis that this may implicate 
as this would be unprecedented, yet this would be the only thing that would be fair to each 
individual citizen across this Nation, so to ensure their Constitutional rights to freely elect their 
government officials and consent to their rule. We would also demand that EVERY voter show a 
valid government issued ID in order to vote anywhere in America.  
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The Permanent Early Voting List should be eliminated completely   There should be 
allowances for Absentee ballots to be provided for by special request every Election based upon 
circumstances, such as service in the military, work constraints, and physical impairments. No 
other mail in ballots shall be accepted.  
 

Current Federal and state election laws should be adhered to, and the excuse of using 
COVID-19 to violate current election laws and practices should not have robbed Us of a legal 
and legitimate Election in 2020, but it did. We demand that our Federal Government return to 
pre-COVID election practices across America. 
 

At this moment in time, we are experiencing a constitutional crisis whether we like it or 
not. However, our nation is more united now to stand up against a corrupt Federal Government 
than ever in our history before. The fact that “Let’s Go Brandon” is the most popular chant at 
public events across America and music charts, just anecdotally shows how mainstream it is in 
America that people believe Joe Biden is an illegitimate President and that President Trump truly 
won the 2020 Presidential election. The People of Arizona demand that arrests be made for 
election laws that were violated, and justice be served for those in the highest level of 
government authority who were supposed to oversee the integrity of this past 2020 election. We 
are either a nation of laws or no nation at all. 
 
May God Bless America & let freedom ring!  
 
 
Gail Golec: 
Telegram: https://t.me/gailgolec 
Twitter:@GailGolec 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ggolec/ 
Rumble: https://rumble.com/c/c-791885 
Rumble:@GailGolec 
Email: PatriotGG@protonmail.com 
 
Jason Funes: 
Twitter @LatinoMAGAMan 
YouTube: Jason Funes 
Email: FirstGenAmerican@Reagan.com 
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